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Franklin County Land Use Policy Review: Subdivision Ordinance

Overview
Purpose and Scope
To better position Franklin County for future growth and development,
in accordance with the Land Development Ordinance Update, the
Development Services Department has been in the process of revising
the primary land use tools including the Comprehensive Plan (2007) and
several Area Plans, the Subdivision Ordinance, and the Zoning
Ordinance. The County recognizes that the jurisdiction’s zoning and
subdivision ordinances have generally been amended in piecemeal
fashion and are outdated.
The Berkley Group, a Virginia based local government consulting firm,
was retained by the County and charged with the following tasks:







Reviewing the existing subdivision ordinance and related
planning documents.
Conducting staff interviews regarding subdivision ordinance
provisions, deficiencies, and goals.
Identification of sections of the ordinance that must be
modified or updated to comply with mandatory provisions
contained in sections 15.2-2240 through 15.2-2279 of the
code of Virginia.
Recommending areas of ordinance change to reflect best
practices with respect to ordinance administration and
standards.
Submitting a Summary Report of the consultant’s findings
and recommendations.

The Berkley Group

May 26, 2017
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Franklin County Land Use Policy Review: Subdivision Ordinance
Process
The project began with a review of the Franklin County Subdivision
Ordinance to consider its adherence to state law and best practices. The
Berkley Group reviewed and identified sections of the ordinance that
require amendments to comply with mandatory provisions of the Code
of Virginia as required by 15.2‐2240 through 15.2‐2279.
The Berkley Group performed a full review of the County’s existing
subdivision ordinance and other relevant planning and land use tools and
documents to provide a historical reference and framework for the
subdivision ordinance analysis. This task included the identification of
optional provisions that may be of interest to the County based upon
development goals, subdivision activity, and review processes.
The review process documents the identified deficiencies and makes
recommendations for improvements. A diagnostic matrix was created
for the ordinance to analyze and critique the structure, content, and
focus. This diagnostic matrix is attached as an appendix to this report for
easy reference and examination.
This final report also identifies actions that Franklin County can take to
strengthen the capacity of the Subdivision Ordinance to effectively and
efficiently implement the goals and objectives featured in the County’s
Comprehensive Plan; to better support regular and consistent
development in the non-zoned areas, and to effectively implement the
Zoning Ordinance requirements for new lots in the zoned areas. Specific
actions are also recommended to improve the consistency, clarity, and
completeness of this land use tool, which will also improve its
understanding and use by public officials, citizens, and other
stakeholders.

The Berkley Group

May 26, 2017

Franklin County is unique in that it has zoning in
only part of the County. The Subdivision Ordinance
applies county-wide.
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Key Findings
Subdivision Ordinance
The Subdivision Ordinance is very dated and not in compliance
with the Code of Virginia in numerous sections.
The Ordinance needs to be comprehensively updated and recodified into a cohesive document that is streamlined and userfriendly.
The Ordinance, as written, does not enable the full range of
provisions allowed by the Code of Virginia.
The Ordinance should be revised and restructured in accordance
with the attached Subdivision Ordinance Diagnostic Matrix
recommendations.
The Subdivision Ordinance should be combined with the
County’s Zoning Ordinance into one unified land use code. This
would not expand the County’s zoning authority or any zoning
districts.

Subdivision Ordinance Analysis
The Subdivision Ordinance, as written, does not provide the County
with the needed capacity to guide and manage land development
activities and in several sections is not in compliance with state code.
Outdated or Conflicting Standards
The ordinance consistently references an outdated section of state code
and should be updated to reference the current applicable Chapter 15.2.
State code was changed to discontinue the practice of allowing certain
appeals to the local governing body; all appeals of the subdivision agent
must now be made to circuit court.

The Berkley Group

May 26, 2017

Definitions
The ordinance does contain a functional definition of subdivision that
reflects state code. However, the definitions provided for family
subdivisions in the ordinance include regulations as to process and
statements that are required on plats. Regulations should not be found
in the Definitions sections of any ordinance. Definitions should be
correlated with the Zoning Ordinance. Extraneous, conflicting and
outdated terms should also be eliminated from the Subdivision
Ordinance.
Administration
Article 19-4 features a general description of the administrative duties
but does not specifically address process. This section should state
procedure that accurately reflects current standards. Fees appear to be in
compliance with state code, but should be reviewed to ensure they are in
line with comparable communities, cost recovery objectives, and County
revenue goals.
Optional Provisions
The Subdivision Ordinance Diagnostic Matrix cites several other
opportunities for the County to enable sections of the state code that are
optional such as:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Solar energy incentives or requirements
Phase I environmental assessments
Disclosure and remediation
Plat vacation procedures
Additional family conveyance
Pro rata optional payments

These innovations could help to further improve the quality of
development.
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Specific Recommendations
The following recommendations should be considered by the Franklin County in order to better implement the Comprehensive Plan, and zoning and
subdivision ordinances.

Subdivision Ordinance
 Combine the Subdivision and Zoning Ordinance into one
unified land use chapter.
 Revise the Definitions section of the ordinance to use more
modern, specific and clear language.
 Revise the County’s family division regulations and eligibility
requirements. The current practice appears to be in conformance
with state code, but it is not properly codified.
 Limit and better define irregular lots and what is permitted in
terms of pipestem (flag) lots, assuming they are continued.
 Clarify and strengthen the County bonding requirements for
capital improvements or other infrastructure associated with
development consistent with state code
o Align timing requirements per the Code
o Combine securities for Stormwater, Erosion & Sediment
Control and other infrastructure requirements as
practicable.
o Ensure partial release procedures are in compliance with
state code.
o Amend the Zoning Ordinance to be consistent with
Subdivision bonding regulations

 Clearly set forth an exemption verification process. This should
be a clear, straightforward, timely process.
 Procedural timeframes appear to be consistent with state code,
but need to be codified to accurately reflect the County’s
practices.
 Implement optional state code provisions as desired by the
County to improve the quality of development
o Solar energy incentives or requirements
o Phase I environmental assessments
o Disclosure and remediation
o Plat vacation procedures
o Pro rata optional payments
 Remove the mandatory provision for parkland. It is not enabled
by state code and there is relevant case law regarding such
exactions.
 Fees appear to be in compliance with state code, but should be
reviewed to ensure they are in line with comparable
communities, cost recovery objectives, or other County revenue
goals.
 Implement the other Subdivision Ordinance Diagnostic
recommendations as required by Code or desired by the County.

 Revise Ordinance to accurately reflect County practices and
procedures (as long as they conform to state code).
 Develop one standard review process for all subdivisions even if
different criteria are required and certain provisions waived.

The Berkley Group

May 26, 2017
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Next Steps

Report Conclusion

The Franklin County Board of Supervisors and Planning Commission
should schedule a joint work session to discuss these recommendations.
A logical outcome of that work session would be an agreed upon
prioritization of “Next Tasks”. The Land Development Ordinance
Update was first initiated in 2009 and revising the County’s Subdivision
Ordinance is a critical element to the update process. We have
recommended combining the subdivision and zoning ordinances to
better coordinate the two land use tools, have an updated and unified
definitions section, clear site plan and subdivision plat procedures,
fiscally responsible security requirements, and defensible appeal,
enforcement and penalty policies. The fact that the two ordinances are
both out of date, have conflicting or missing sections, and the Zoning
Ordinance is only applicable to portions of the County lend further
credibility to the recommendation to combine the two land use tools.

Franklin County is to be commended for their commitment to planning
for their future. However, as noted in this report, the County’s land use
tools (primarily the subdivision and zoning ordinances, but also the
Comprehensive Plan) are in need of revision and restructuring to be
more in conformance with Code of Virginia requirements, as well as best
planning, zoning and other land use practices.

Developing a realistic schedule and budget to accomplish these tasks is
strongly recommended. The revision of the County’s land use tools can
be done incrementally (one at a time), or be completed concurrently.
The County should consider how best to manage this process, such as
retaining outside parties to assist staff with moving forward with the
chosen direction or somehow accomplishing the chosen tasks in-house.

The Berkley Group

May 26, 2017

The recommendations outlined in this report constitute a detailed
analysis of the County’s primary land use policy tool, the Subdivision
Ordinance. Action seems sensible to ensure the implementation of the
Land Development Ordinance Update and the Comprehensive Plan’s
vision by more effectively guiding high quality development.
Franklin County has adequate space for new development, and has
continued to implement deliberate changes over the last decade, guided
by the Land Development Ordinance Update process. The County
recognizes that having strong, relevant regulations to guide that
development is essential. Revising the County’s subdivision and zoning
regulations would appear to be the primary need, along with aligning
those tools with an updated Comprehensive Plan. Keeping those three
land use tools up-to-date moving forward should be a commitment the
County upholds consistently.
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DIAGNOSTIC APPENDIX

Franklin County Subdivision Ordinance Diagnostic Matrix
VA Code
Section

Intent

Compliance

2209.1

Extension of approvals to address housing crisis

No

2240

Authority to develop subdivision ordinances

No

2241

A. Mandatory provisions of a subdivision
ordinance:
1. Plat standards under Virginia Public Records
Act
2. Street coordination regulations

Yes
Yes

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation
This section should be recognized and referenced as it pertains to site
plan approvals.

Editorial Notes ref
15.1-465 et seq
Include a reference to VA code § 15.2-2240.
(outdated).

Sec. 19-21 through Sec. 19-21, 22, and 23 provide plat recordation procedures. Include
19-23
updated VA code reference.
19-109
Include updated VA code reference.

Partial

Sec. 19-43, 44, 61
(Article III, Div 2
(6))

The Code requires adequate provisions related to the failure of
impounding structures and impacts within dam break inundation zone,
light, air, and soil characteristics. Include updated VA code reference.
Cross-reference - check County Code Ch 9, Floodplain Mgmt, for
consistency.

4. Street grading and improvement,
water/storm/sewer

Yes

Sec 19-61, 19-64
(Art. III, Div. 2);
Sec 19-109, 115,
116

Covered in Div. 2 (Sec 19-61); VDOT standards required for all streets
(ref 19-3 Definition of "Subdivision,"); State Code references need to
be updated. County Code Ch 22 requires all new lots within service
areas, and within reasonable distance thereto, to connect to public
water and sewer. It is retroactive and enforced when necessary thru
building permits.

5. Public use of ROW

No

Sec. 19-3

6. Conveyance to utility, cable, etc. companies

Yes

Sec. 19-62

3. Drainage, flood control, impounding
structures, dam break inundation zones, light and
air, soil characteristics

7. Monument regulations

Partial

8. Plat recordation period

No

9. Administration and enforcement of ordinance
(fees) - process

Yes

The Berkley Group

Sec 19-21 (a)

Sec. 19-26

Reference in definitions is very general. Additional information should
be added.
Requires easements of minimum widths to be provided. Provide state
code reference.
The Code requires adequate provisions for monuments to be installed
which establish street and property lines. Sec 19-21(a) provides for
platting "with reference to known and permanent monuments".
Provision for plat recordation period needs to be added. Current
practice uses state code ref 15.2-2241(8) - 6 months.
Fee process is described in Sec. 19-26. Include updated state code
reference.
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VA Code
Section

2241 cont.

Intent

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

Partial

Sec. 19-3

Reference state code. Sec. 19-3 contains some requirements under the
Definition of "Family division," "Family member," and "Subdivision".
Update family member (immediate) definition to also include stepchild,
sibling, and grandchild and all optional members. Terms should be
consistent throughout (e.g., "Family division," "Family exception," etc).

11. Release of performance guarantee (2245) process

No

Sec. 19-61

Include a process for periodic partial release of performance guarantee.

B. Security Requirements

Yes

Sec. 19-66

Although not explicitly referenced, the intent of this section of the
Code is clearly implied and in conformance. Should still recommend
County include state code reference.

Sec. 19-66

Sec. 19-66. This section does not describe the bonding process for land
dedicated for public use (see Division 7). Recommend including this
optional section of State code, which states that a developer is not
required to furnish bond for facilities which will be dedicated for public
use until construction plans have been submitted for sections of the
subdivision in which those facilities will be located.

Yes

Sec. 19-3

While exceptions are laid out in the Subdivision definition in Sec. 19-3,
these regulations should be a separate section or sections of the
ordinance and not regulated via the subdivision definition. There are
too many different objectives being pursued in that definition. It is not
recommended to regulate via Sec. 19-3.

Yes

Section includes requirement for public health official opinion and
Sec. 19-63 and 19- references County Code Chapter 22 which states that water service
64
lines shall be extended to serve new lots where available. Reword
section 19-64 and reference state code.

Yes

Sec.19-115

10. Sale of parcel to family member (2244) process

2241.1

Bonding requirements - process

2242

Subdivision ordinance optional provisions

1. Subdivision exceptions

2. Public health official opinion or public system
connection
3. Maintenance disclaimer for private streets (nonVDOT)
4. Voluntary funding of off-site road
improvements
5. Pro-rata reimbursement for roads
6. Solar energy provision
7. Escrowed funds pursuant to provision 5 of §
15.2-2241
The Berkley Group

Partial

N/A
No

This section provides an adequate maintenance disclaimer for private
streets.
The County does not appear to have enabled this section of the Code
at present, but should consider doing so in future.
Not applicable to Franklin County.
The County may wish to encourage this per the Code.

N/A

Applicable to towns with a population between 14,500 and 15,000.

No
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VA Code
Section
2242 cont.

Intent

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

8. Clustering of single-family dwellings and
preservation of open space developments

Yes

9. Sidewalk provision

No

Present Code provides a clustering option. Applicable to cities and
counties with over 10% growth. Franklin had over 18% growth from
2000-2010.
The County may wish to make this an option per the Code.

10. Phase I Environmental Assessment provision

No

The County may wish to require this per the Code.

11. Disclosure and remediate provision

No

12. Dedication of land for sidewalk, c/g

N/A

The County may wish to require this per the Code.
This section of Code is only applicable to towns located in the
Northern VA Transportation District.
This optional provision is not currently enabled. The County may wish
to consider this for identified future infrastructure.

Sec 19-61(b)

2243

Pro-rata optional payments

No

2243.1

Dam break inundation zone payment

No

2244

Subdivision must provide for family conveyance

Yes

2244.1

Additional family conveyance option

No

2244.2

Conveyance to trust beneficiaries option

No

2245

Subdivision performance guarantees - process

2245.1

Cannot require removal of trees for stormwater
pond

No

The County should address this provision.

2246

Site plans in accordance with zoning ordinance

Yes

This statement addressed in Ch 15, Article IV, Divs 4 and 5 of the
zoning ordinance, but should be added to Subdivision Ordinance as
well.

2247

Applicability of subdivision ordinance to
manufactured homes

No

This provision is not addressed by the County in the subdivision
ordinance. Chapter 10 of County Code covers manufactured homes
and manufactured home parks. The County should address this in the
Subdivision Ordinance as well.

2248
2249
2250

Application of subdivision beyond municipal
limits (certain counties)
Application of subdivision within municipal limits
(certain counties)
County municipality relations (certain counties)

The Berkley Group

Partial

N/A
N/A
N/A

Current County Code only requires notation on plat identifying
lots/tracts affected by dam inundation zone. The County needs to
enable this relatively new Code section (2008).
Sec. 19-3

Sec. 19-66

As noted above, update family member (immediate) definition to
comply with State Code and don't regulate family subdivisions via Sec.
19-3.
The County should enable this section per the Code to more accurately
reflect it's current family subdivision policy.
The County does not appear to allow this provision.
This section needs to be updated to include procedures for periodic
partial release of performance bonds.

Only applies to municipalities within the counties of Giles, Clarke,
Culpeper, Loudoun or Mecklenburg.
Only applies to the counties of Giles, Clarke, Culpeper, Loudoun or
Mecklenburg.
Only applies to the counties of Giles, Clarke, Culpeper, Loudoun or
Mecklenburg.
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VA Code
Section
2251

Intent
Subdivision ordinance requirement

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

No

This process is not addressed in the subdivision ordinance. This
section of state code should be cited within the ordinance.

2252

Filing of subdivision ordinance

No

This section of the Code should be referenced in the subdivision
ordinance. "... a certified copy of the ordinance and any and all
amendments thereto shall be filed in the office of an official of the
locality, designated in the ordinance, and in the clerk's office of the
circuit court for each locality in which the ordinance is applicable."

2253

Subdivision ordinance amendment process

No

Provisions for amending the ordinance should be referenced by the
County in the subdivision ordinance.

2254

Statutory provisions of adopted ordinance

Partial

2255

Authority to administer/enforce ordinance
Procedure to account for fees for common
improvements

Yes

2256
2258

2259

2260

Plat proposal factors to be submitted

Timely action on proposals - review process

Provision for preliminary plat submission process

The Berkley Group

No
Partial

Partial

No

Sec. 19-21 and 19Update state code reference.
161
Sec. 19-4
Provide state code reference.
This provision is not referenced by the County in the subdivision
ordinance.
Sec. 19-21, 19The ordinance does not appear to address cemeteries, dam break
25(b)
zones, drainage districts.

Sec. 19-164

Ordinance does not mention approval procedure for final plats or plats
that were previously disapproved. Virginia Code states, "D. If a
commission or other agent disapproves a plat and the subdivider
contends that the disapproval was not properly based on the ordinance
applicable thereto, or was arbitrary or capricious, he may appeal to the
circuit court having jurisdiction of such land and the court shall hear
and determine the case as soon as may be, provided that his appeal is
filed with the circuit court within 60 days of the written disapproval by
the commission or other agent." Include this provision.

Sec. 19-163

State Code permits mandatory submission of preliminary plats for plats
involving more than 50 lots provided the County Code provides
submission of preliminary plats at the option of the landowner for
plats involving 50 or fewer lots. County Code currently requires
preliminary plats for all subdivisions. County Code does not include
process for features that must be approved by state agency or public
authority.
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VA Code
Section

2261

Intent

Recorded plats or final site plans to be valid for
not less than five years

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

No

Site plans are not addressed in the subdivision ordinance. Recorded
subdivision plats are currently valid in perpetuity, whether or not
improvements have been bonded or made. This section of the
ordinance should be revised to accurately and explicitly reflect the
desired County policy and its compliance with State Code.

No

This section of the Code should be cited.

2262

Recorded plat or final site plans; conflicting
zoning conditions
Requirements of plat

Yes

2263

Expedited review (certain counties) - process

N/A

2264

Statement of subdivision consent - process
Recordation of approved plat - tranportation
implications

Yes
No

The subdivision ordinance does not appear to address this provision.

2266

Validation of plats prior to 1975

No

The County may wish to include this citation for plats recorded before
1975.

2267

Petition to restrict access to certain public streets

No

This provision is not cited in the subdivision ordinance.

2261.1

2265

2268

Localities not obligated to pay for grading,
paving, etc.

2269

Plans and specifications for utility fixtures and
systems to be submitted for approval

2270

Vacation of plat interest - process

The Berkley Group

Article II

Cite updated state code reference.
Applies only to the counties of Hanover, Loudoun, Montgomery,
Prince William, and Roanoke, and the Town of Leesburg.

Sec. 19-23

Cite updated state code reference.

Partial

This provision is not cited in the subdivision ordinance. A statement on
final plats containing private roads is required in Sec 19-177 for
subdivisions containing large lots. Also, Sec 19-109 (b) states that when
private roads must be improved to be accepted into the state
Sec 19-177, 109 (b)
maintenance system, then funds "other than those appropriated by
Franklin County or the General Assembly and allocated by the
Commonwealth Transportation Board" will pay for improvements
necessary to meet state standards.

Partial

This section requires plans and specifications for all required physical
improvements, but does not specifically mention utility fixtures and
systems. Water and sewer systems are referenced in 19-64 which states
Sec. 19-167, 19-64
all privately owned systems must meet all applicable regulations
including Chapter 22, which contains all of these standards. Timeline to
approve/disapprove needs to be changed to 45 days.

No

There is no provision for vacation of interests. The County should
reference the plat vacation process.
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VA Code
Section

Intent

Compliance

2271

Vacation of plat before sale - process

No

2272

Vacation of plat after sale - process

No

2273

Authority to charge fee for plat vacation - process

No

2274

Effect of plat vacation

No

2275

Authority to relocate boundary lines - optional

Yes

2276

Clerk duty for vacated plat - process

No

2277

Franklin County may require that notice be given
to deed grantees of certain disclaimers regarding
responsibility for roads; county eligible to have
certain streets taken into secondary system

Yes

2278

Vacating plat subdivision

2279

Authority to set homebuilding, setback lines

The Berkley Group

Partial

No

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation
This process should be set forth in the subdivision ordinance.
Franklin's vacation process needs to be codified.
This process should be set forth in the subdivision ordinance.
Franklin's vacation process needs to be codified.

Sec 27-1

This fee should be clearly set or waived in the subdivision ordinance.
Reference fee schedule set forth in Chapter 27 of the County Code.
This section sets forth the effects of a plat vacation. The County may
wish to reference it for context.

Sec. 19-168

Update state code reference.
This section is not directly regulated by the subdivision ordinance, but
it does provide guidance to the Clerk.

Sec 19-115 (private
Private roads are required to meet state standards.
roads)
Sec 19-168

This section clarifies the authority of the plat vacation process.

Sec 5-4 of County
Code

Setbacks for the non-zoned areas are covered under the County Code
that adopts the VA Building Code. Setbacks should be reflected in the
Subdivision Ordinance, or cross-reference Sec 5-4 directly so these
regulations will not be missed.
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VA Code
Section

Intent

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

Other Subdivision Ordinance Notes
Ordinance references Virginia Code 15.1
throughout

Update to 15.2. Many sections of the state code have changed
considerably with regard to what is or is not permitted and permissable
procedures.

Identify any ordinance best practices

Reviewed other S.O. updates to note any recommended practices.
Those consultant recommendations are throughout this diagnostic, as
appropriate.

Review definitions for consistency and relevance

Numerous definitions appear to be outdated and should be amended to
reflect current practices and legal norms. Ordinance should not regulate
via Sec. 19-3. All ordinance definitions should be consolidated into
Sec. 19-3. Sec. 19-3 needs to be comprehensively reviewed and
updated.

19-3

Don't regulate via definitions (e.g., family
subdivision)

Regulations should be clearly formatted and each section of the
subdivision ordinance should specify requirements in an orderly, easilyreferenced fashion. The regulations, as set forth in 19-3, appear to be in
conformance with State Code, but should be moved to appropriate
locations within the Ordinance.

Review family subdivsion 3 year requirement per
state code and relevant court decisions

Since Franklin has experienced more than 10% growth in the 2010
census, subsection C of §15.2-2244 applies. That subsection states that
family divisions shall be subject to all requirements of the Code of
Virginia and to any requirements imposed by the local governing body,
which seems to permit Franklin to use the 3-year requirement. We
recommend that this opinion be confirmed by the County Attorney as
other client attorneys have removed time limits from their subdivision
ordinances due to legal concerns with some Virginia case law.

Family divisions - include optional provisions to
match with Z.O.

There are optional provisions in State Code that could further support
these divisions and should be enacted by the County as recommended
relative to the applicable Code sections. The Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Ordinance should mirror each other with regard to family
divisions.

The Berkley Group
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VA Code
Section

Intent

Examine irregular lots (e.g., flag lots) - more
clearly permitted as defined - 35,000SF in area;
limit "flag pole" percentage if possible

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Sec 19-81

Consultant Recommendation

Irregular lots are not addressed in state code; however 15.2-2279 does
address lot size, yard requirements, and minimum setbacks . Sec 19-81
does address lot arrangement, area, design, and shape to a general
degree and gives sufficient authority to the Subdivision Agent to reject
lots that are not deemed to be in accordance with that section. This
section should be revised to reflect the County's policy objectives with
regard to preferred lot shape. The current section is too open to
interpretation which results in some lots being created that do not meet
the intent of the section. The County has challenges with this section
particularly along Smith Mountain Lake where water access is a
premium. We recommend a requirement that all new lots must meet
minimum frontage requirements and a length-to-width ratio (e.g., In
no instance shall the length of a pipestem exceed three times the
minimum width requirements applicable to the lot.) Flag/pipestem lots
should be clearly defined. The County may wish to limit or eliminate
these lots per the definition (i.e., irregularly shaped lots not meeting this
definition are not permitted.)

Three levels of subdivision standards based on lot
size: 5 ac or less (traditional subdiv); >5 - 15 ac
permits private roads; over 15 ac

Revise process to have a uniform review with various subdivision types,
as applicable. A goal may be to have one standard for all subdivisions if
it makes sense county-wide. Identify what works and what does not
work about the current and varying standards and adjust accordingly.
Have one consistent process, with some standards flexibility among
subdivision types if desired.

Five (5) ac or more with existing state road
frontage is exempt but not included in the
ordinance. Need a verification process for
exemptions.

19-3

Sec. 19-3, Definitions, under "Subdivision" exempts all parcels
containing 5 acres or more from the process. The County should
consider a section in the Ordinance that addresses Exemptions.
Ordinance needs to clearly set forth exemption verification process.
Should be a clear, straightforward, timely process.

Mandatory provision of parkland isn't enforced
(not legal?)

19-142

Virginia State Code does not appear to enable this kind of public
dedication of land. We recommend that this section be removed from
the ordinance.

The Berkley Group
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VA Code
Section

Intent

Evaluate the procedural timeframes per state
code

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation
Procedural timeframes are not given in the Ordinance, but should be
clearly set forth. In accordance with state code §15.2-2269, the
timeframe for approving/disproving plans and specifications for utility
fixtures and systems is 45 days. That timeframe is not stated in the
County’s subdivision ordinance.
County Code does not mention approval/disproval timeframe for final
plats or plats that were previously disproved. This needs to be in
accordance with state code §15.2-2259.

Well, tank, stormwater, other utility lots and
private (family) cemeteries should be exempt, but
that isn't clear in the ordinance

Ch 19-3, Definitions, under "Subdivision" addresses some of these.
The County should consider a section in the Ordinance that addresses
Exemptions.

Other Improvements (Gen Req) section - review
min area standards and frontages for various
utility scenarios (well, septic, sewer, etc.)

Reviewed and compared to other county ordinances to see how these
differ or are the same. Breakout of categories is very typical with wide
variability in standards. Franklin County area standards are fairly
permissive and the section points out that larger lot areas may be
needed for septic systems. Many jurisdictions require an acre or more
depending on the prevailing soil types in their area or their land use
policy objectives. One to two acres is common. Above or below those
minimum lot sizes is somewhat unique as a standard for rural counties.
Lot widths are very typical and consistent with other jurisdictions.

Road maintenance agreement language - req. for
3 lots or more - needs to be clarified and
strengthened

Clearly set forth the chain of responsibility for road maintenance in the
plat notes used for subdivisions containing private roads, access
easements, or other non-public means of egress and ingress. Require
agreement to be recorded along with the plat with proof of recordation
for County Planning's records. This procedure should be discussed with
the development community and Planning Commission to try to find
as much agreement in making the process as streamlined, but effective,
as possible. Many counties struggle with this issue and there is no
model standard we are aware of.

The Berkley Group
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VA Code
Section

Intent

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

Locate lot area, setback, yard and frontage
requirements in S.O. rather than Zoning Ord
with provisions in ZO for the zoned areas only

We would recommend a unified ordinance where the zoning section
would only apply to identified areas of the County, as it does currently.
A major advantage to a Subdivision and Zoning Ordinance is a
common definitions section, common review, enforcement, and
penalties, and more easily referenced standards such as with
development standards like lot area, setbacks, yards, etc. Recommend
this be a Developer's Roundtable discussion followed by a Planning
Commission work session.

Sec 19-116 re: naming of streets - don't use the
same name for emergency response purposes

GIS assigns addresses with planning approval. Generally assigned only
after building permit approval. Recommend that names be consistent
with E-911/M-SAG policies. This section of the ordinance seems
straightforward. Ensure it accurately reflects actual County practices.

Sec. 19-116

Review Sec19-163 (10) requiring addresses for
lots - inconsistent with County practice

Recommend removal of this provision; leave to BOS policy.
Otherwise, revise to reflect actual County practices.

Require all other signatures prior to the signature
of the subdivison agent (i.e., owner's, VDOT,
VHD, etc.)

19-166

Recommend all signatures be on final plats prior to the signature of the
Subdivision Agent, including owners and notaries, as well as all state
and local department signatures. Should be clearly set forth in Sec. 19166

19-167 requires recordation of plat by County

19-167

Change this to shift recordation responsibility to owner or owner's
representative, per actual practice and policy.

Require copy of recorded plat to County Planning
and Community Development Department

19-167

Modify Sec. 19-167 to require a copy of recorded plat be sent or
delivered to Subdivision Agent after recordation so that it may be
available for permitting purposes when necessary, in order to avoid
delays for citizens desiring to act on the approved plats. This process
can also verify proof of recordation per the above recordation
responsibility issue.

Review bonding and surety compliance and
procedures

19-66

These procedures are addressed above per state code sections 2241 B
and 2241.1, however, County practices need to be accurately codified in
the ordinance in accordance with applicable state code sections.

How to permit joint bonding of ESC and
subdivision securities?

The Berkley Group

Ensure state code compliance with various amounts (i.e., stormwater,
ESC, etc.). Clarify and codify County's preferred policy. Issue of partial
releases for various components can get complicated. While requiring
separate securities is also cumbersome, it keeps the apples and oranges
separated.
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Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

Consultant Recommendation

Timeline for recordation (within 6 months)

Per state code, six months is the requirement. Plats that are not
recorded within this time frame must be resubmitted for signatures.
Current practice follows state code and should be set forth in the
subdivision ordinance for clarity.

Require as-built plans for improvements

There is no provision addressing this requirement. The County should
discuss this with the County Attorney and other public officials to
derived an efficient procedure that ties to the final release of a project's
security/bond.

ROW dedication for substandard roads

Sec 19-82

It is common to require dedications to allow 50' ROW on substandard
roads. This provision is adequately addressed in the Ordinance. The
County should discuss this provision with the development community,
Planning Commission, staff, and other public officials as required to
ensure consistent and uniform enforcement and procedures are in
place.

Sec. 19-6

Sec. 19-6 is in compliance with state code §15.2-2254 which authorizes
a fine of $500 for each lot or parcel of land so subdivided, transferred
or sold and shall be required to comply with all provisions of this article
and the subdivision ordinance. We are not aware of other fine
considerations. We would recommend a Fee Schedule comparative
analysis to ensure that all of Franklin County's development related fees
are in line with comparable communities, cost recovery objectives, or
other County revenue goals.

Are fines referenced in 19-6 consistent with state
code? Are there other fine/fee considerations
that should be addressed?

Civil penalties are addressed in zoning enabling
legislation. What about in subdivision enabling
legislation?

The Berkley Group

Yes

We are not aware of any specific enabling legislation regarding civil
penalties for subdivision ordinances. If a unified ordinance were
adopted then presumably the state's zoning enabling legislation would
apply to the entire ordinance. The County Attorney would need to
render an opinion on this matter.
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VA Code
Section

Intent

Does our code contain sufficient guidance on the
procedural aspects of subdivision waivers and
appeals? What does the state code say, and how
does our ordinance compare?

Compliance

Subdivision
Reference

19-3, 19-21 (b)

Consultant Recommendation

At the end of County Code section 19-3, it states “In cases of unusual
situations or when strict adherence to the general regulations of this
chapter would result in substantial injustice or hardship, the agent may,
subject to the provisions of section 19-4, grant variations in or
exceptions to the general regulations of this chapter, the subdivision
ordinance.” This statement mirrors subdivision 1 of State Code §15.22242.
County Code Sec. 19-21 (b) states: “In the event a plat for a subdivision
is disapproved by the agent, the subdivider may appeal to the board of
supervisors, which may then override the recommendation of the agent
and approve such plat.” This process does not mirror state code §15.22259.D which notes appeals are to be made to the circuit court.

Source: Code of Virginia; http://leg1.state.va.us/cgi-bin/legp504.exe?000+cod+TOC15020000022000000000000
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